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ABSTRACT

As an information management system, YouTube transforms marketing into structured content that serves as an archive and database to build social media marketing consistently for brands. In order to increase the greatest traffic through audience engagement, YouTube channels are used as a place to promote itself as a brand. There is even a tendency to present employees on YouTube as a business strategy. In the goal of building a brand through a YouTube channel, video content will certainly show an identity both as an independent video talent and as an organization. As the external face of the company, the company employees are seen by consumers and define the “who” a corporation is by showing personality traits that have been defined by the company, which are known as corporate brand personality. This qualitative study aimed to determine the marketing of beauty products constructed in beauty YouTube channel, to know the corporate brand personality constructed in beauty YouTube channel, and to find out the corporate brand personality constructed in marketing of beauty products on the YouTube channel. The results show that the videos are displayed according to the personality of YouTubers and how they represent themselves through their video contents. On the other hand, corporate brand personality strengthens the personal branding of individuals in the company. Personality created by employees needs to be implemented from inside to outside the organization. Meanwhile, the construction of corporate brand personality in marketing beauty products on the YouTube channel can be seen in how video talents communicate verbally as a self-presentation of a part of the company, but also capable of nonverbal self-impression management. Although the implementation of the corporate brand personality dimension on YouTube channels is not free from risks, this step is worth to be taken.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beauty product brands want to make consumers feel beautiful and get the ideal beauty portrayed by advertisements. It's just that setting “beauty goals” is not only done by the beauty industry or consumers. However, it is a combination of the beauty that women want to achieve with the ideal beauty represented by an advertising model promoted by the beauty industry. Beauty is not an ideal object used on a person's face, such as a mask, but something that changes women's appearance, experience, and identity [1]. Social media is considered an important role in influencing the ideal beauty that young women want to achieve [2].

Marketing strategy has changed to follow the development of online communication which is no longer only done face to face, but also through social media and websites [3]. The emergence of digital technology is modifying the way media content works. Now communication has turned two-way, there are posts, even combining audio, visual and text at the same time. [4]. YouTube is an information management system built through various functions as archives and databases that consistently deliver social media marketing to brands [5]. Social media marketing can be simply defined as the use of social media channels to...
promote a company and its products [6]. In fact, social media is considered as the main tool in marketing [7].

Social media uses mobile and web-based technology to create highly interactive platforms where individuals and communities share, reproduce, discuss, and modify user-generated content [8]. As a good means for building relationships with customers, brands can create social networking sites by placing brand posts (containing videos, messages, quizzes, information, and other materials) on this brand fanpage [9]. This means building a brand page on social media is a place to provide a source of information that is continuously updated for consumers while at the same time, obtaining brand exposure [10].

Marketing via online videos can be defined as marketing content that is linked to online websites. Online videos engage audiences with both moving images and text at once [11]. By using a video sharing platform, companies are trying to increase engagement by creating videos based on audience opinions and audience responses. Each audience has the power to market themselves, including their ideas, who they are, and what they do. Video content helps companies to connect with audiences by creating experiences and encouraging audience engagement [12].

Video content is compelling because it has a strong emotional effect on the audience. It is no secret that funny, shocking, extraordinary, and inspirational videos will do well in cyberspace. A video is an ideal tool for marketing by providing the opportunity for viewers to enjoy the experience with video talent to show how they feel or act in that situation. In addition, video can be a tool to show off the brand personality, tone, and communication style of the brand [12].

The phenomenon of YouTube beauty vloggers or beauty YouTubers or beauty gurus who upload videos related to beauty and lifestyle that caught the audience's attention was born. It began by making videos as a hobby, ending up being a job, and being considered a celebrity on YouTube. These social media celebrities have their own authenticity displayed in the media, have connections with the audience and other celebrities, and have fun cultures and unique selves [13]. YouTube plays the role of projecting the art of creating a personal brand personality through self-presentation projections according to the actions of YouTubers. Personal branding seems able to develop online community relationships on YouTube through videos uploaded as a forum for branding and self-promotion. In short, YouTube, as an online communication platform, opens opportunities for someone to promote themselves as a brand [14].

With the right dedication and commitment, the company is able to build a YouTube channel that is thriving and establishing a position as a brand that offers value for its audience and consumers [15]. This is because the YouTube channel and its video contents are substantial extensions of the brand. Therefore, the mission of a brand and a YouTube channel that is able to resonate loudly and clearly can be said to be the success of a channel so that it can attract large audiences. On the other hand, in building a brand through the YouTube channel, video content will certainly show an identity both as an independent creator and an organization [16].

In an organizational context, there is a tendency to present employees on YouTube as a business strategy. As a matter of fact, this is done by YouTube employees to strengthen relationships with YouTube content creators and understand what it means to be a content creator [17]. In most cases, company employees are the external face of the company that consumers see, and they define “who” a corporation is. They embody the personality traits that the company has established [18]. This is called a corporate brand personality and can be reflected in employees' personalities [19], when the company has established a series of appropriate personality traits. Therefore, it is necessary to have consistency with values that can encourage employee behavior to achieve sustainable success and beat competitors [18], especially regarding how to communicate in front of an audience.

Based on recent research related to how social media managers use social media as an integration between personal branding and part of employees, it shows that personal branding on social media expands to potential audiences to connect social media managers with their work [20]. This means that social media encourages individual involvement in building corporate branding as well as personal branding.

On the other hand, corporate brand personality will reflect the values, words, and actions of all company employees [21]. It is essential for companies to display creative talents to produce videos with high audience involvement [22]. Consequently, companies are looking for figures who are considered capable of providing opinions and promoting their products online to other users [23]. YouTubers appointed by the company are expected to present non-formal videos
for companies as a means of meaning construction and branding in the organization [24] by combining personal branding from YouTubers [25]. Here, the role of corporate brand personality is present to support the organization in incorporating the personal branding of organizational employees [26].

Of course, YouTubers' personality constructs are considered to influence to attract audiences [27]. On the other hand, User-Generated Contents (UGC) also provides a space for contribution to show that there is audience involvement on social media, which can be illustrated through the audience's endless dialogue about brands [28].

Therefore, this study examined how the construction of video marketing on YouTube channels to grab viewers attention through corporate brand personality, representatives of organizations, and personal branding as seen from video talents through analysis of how verbal and nonverbal communication on video talent also includes YouTube brand elements and comments section constructed by brand.

2. LITERATURE

2.1 Social Media Marketing: Beauty Marketing On Youtube

The marketing strategy has changed following the development of online communication which is no longer only done face-to-face, but also through social media and websites. Social media is considered an influential technology to increase sales and is used to persuade the audience to be interested and finally buy a product [3]. The emergence of digital technology is modifying the way media content works. Now communication has turned two-way, there are posts, even combining audio, visual and text at the same time. This network allows for interactive social media marketing without being limited by time and distance [4]. YouTube is an information management system built through various functions as a library. This means that YouTube collects online data that has been labelled so that it displays videos that are similarly characterized. The next function is as a database, meaning that YouTube is able to add data collections and improve its information management through synchronized meta-information through Application Programming Interfaces (API), integrating YouTube videos with other sites with embedded links, as well as detailed video data in the form of description columns, tags, hyperlinks and user comments. This information management system presents social media marketing consistently for brands [5]. Social media marketing can be simply defined as the use of social media channels to promote a company and its products [6]. In fact, social media is considered as the primary tool in marketing [7].

Social media is considered an essential role in influencing the ideal beauty that young women want to achieve [2]. The emergence of YouTube beauty vloggers or beauty YouTubers or beauty teachers who upload videos related to beauty and lifestyle that attract the audience's attention. It began by making videos as a hobby, becoming a job, and being considered a celebrity on YouTube [13]. With their beauty industry experience, beauty products YouTubers combine video content containing information from the beauty industry with their knowledge about beauty products [29]. The video is displayed according to the personality of YouTubers and how they represent themselves through their video content [30].

YouTube gave birth to the phenomenon of YouTube beauty vloggers or beauty YouTubers or beauty gurus who upload videos related to beauty and lifestyle that attract the audience's attention. It began by making videos as a hobby, becoming a job, and being considered a celebrity on YouTube. The results showed that these social media celebrities have a self-authenticity displayed in the media, have connections with the audience and other celebrities, and have a fun and unique culture [13].

YouTube is considered to have contributed to constructing influential YouTubers' personalities to attract audiences [27]. This is because YouTube beauty vloggers use impression management tactics in conveying the image they want to construct online, starting from verbal and nonverbal expressions, video display, and behavior with a specific purpose [31].

Although YouTube is said to be able to change beauty marketing communication in terms of presentation, interactive, and the ordinary expert [32], Ma (2017) suggested that future research needs to explore aspects of audience involvement [31] or User-Generated Contents (UGC). UGC allows YouTubers to socialize with their audience through comments so that they can be considered friends. Studies show that the interaction between the audience and the YouTube beauty celebrities gave birth to parasocial interactions or a fairly intimate relationship between the audience and the
media because they are considered trustworthy. It is considered that beauty product companies can improve relations with the target public [33]. In addition, audience engagement is seen as a prosumption community, which is a combination of content production and consumption so that YouTubers are able to run business content of their YouTube channel [29]. As a result, YouTube is the foundation of companies' success in the rapid development of content and dedicated subscribers [34] or what can be called an online community that is very interested in beauty [30].

2.2 Corporate Brand Personality on Youtube

Corporate brands can form several valuable associations in customers and critical constituents' minds to help differentiate brands, such as general product attributes, benefits, or attitudes [18]. The corporate brand expresses a corporate identity through visual identity, brand promise, and brand personality. In developing corporate identity and corporate branding, some stakeholders have more influence than others. Therefore, the image of stakeholders affects how the expression of the brand [35].

Dutton, Dukerich, and Harquail first revealed that corporate image can be perceived from corporate identity [36]. A corporate image forms the strength of identifying organizational members that connects cognitive aspects in connecting or disconnecting members to become part of the organization [37]. It can be said that corporate image is a term that partly comes from corporate personality and corporate identity. Until recently, the corporate image has become a useful concept to assist in developing promotional strategies [38].

The corporate image will depend on a number of factors or dimensions: (1) common Product Attributes, Benefits, or Attitudes: the company or company brand can strengthen strong relationships through the use of attributes on the product, (2) people and relationships: the properties that are shown by employees directly or indirectly influencing what consumers think about the company, (3) values and programs: reflected through company values and programs that are not always directly related to the product and (4) corporate credibility: measuring the extent to which consumers believe a company can design and provide products and services that satisfy the needs and desires of consumers [39].

Corporate brand personality will form a significant component of a corporate image [18]. Meanwhile, corporate identity is considered to be reflected in the corporate brand personality. With a corporate identity expressed in brand personality, it is possible to see its personality itself [40].

The corporate brand personality will reflect the values, words, and actions of all company employees. In today's competitive market, companies must carefully manage their corporate brand personality [21]. This is because corporate brand personality plays a role in supporting the organization in creating personal branding for organizational employees [26]. With a corporate brand personality that can be reflected in the personality of employees [19], then when the company has established a set of appropriate personality traits, it is necessary to have consistency with values that can drive employee behavior to achieve sustainable success and beat competitors [18].

One useful way to characterize the dimensions of corporate brand personality is through three parts consisting of affective (feeling), cognitive (thinking), and conative (action). In particular, corporate brand personality is associated with ‘heart’, ‘mind’, and ‘body’. This dimension reflects three distinct personality traits that can guide employees in an organization and influence how others will view the company. The affective of the company consists of two traits: passion and compassion. Companies need to be passionate about serving customers and competing in the market. Also, it is necessary to have compassion for employees, stakeholders, and members of the community around which the company operates [18].

Cognitive in the company has two characteristics: creativity and discipline. Successful companies need a creative approach to serve consumers and win markets. While also adopting a disciplined approach that ensures appropriate and consistent action throughout the organization [18].

Conative in the company contains two characteristics: agile and collaborative. A successful company must be agile in reacting favorably to market changes. Also, using a collaborative approach that ensures being able to work together both from inside and outside the company towards common goals [18].

Although companies use their employees with employee branding as the face of the company on social media [41], employee branding shows how employees live the corporate and brand image, which then channels it to potential customers. In
contrast to corporate brand personality, it focuses on company differentiation through the characters and values that the company constructs to attract potential customers.

3. METHODOLOGY

This article was written through a case study that was researched from 2019 to 2020 regarding the topic of marketing beauty products on the YouTube channels. Based on a search for several YouTube channels that discuss beauty in Indonesia, FemaleDailyNetwork is the channel that has the highest number of subscribers [42]. Since its establishment in 2011, FemaleDailyNetwork has 845,000 subscribers as of April 15, 2020. Videos that have been uploaded have reached 1,251 with a total of 113,543,364 viewers [42]. Viewers of the FemaleDailyNetwork channel are predominantly from Indonesia (58%), Malaysia (19%), and undetectable (13%). The audience age for FemaleDailyNetwork is dominated by age 25 - 32 years (female: 22% and male: 13.6%) [43].

Primary data were collected through non-participant observation on the YouTube FemaleDailyNetwork channel. Meanwhile, secondary data was obtained from documents ranging from journal articles, books, e-books, and news articles to review corporate brand personality reflected in beauty product marketing videos.

In selecting videos for research, this research refers to the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube channel statistics obtained through noxinfluencer.com [43]. This site is able to track YouTube channel statistics and measure channel growth on YouTube through data obtained from the YouTube API. The following criteria for the video to be observed in this study: (a) video from YouTube channel FemaleDailyNetwork most-watched and reflect the marketing of beauty products, (b) engagement or involvement of the highest video that consists of several likes and comments from a video uploaded on FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube channel that reflects the corporate brand personality.

The observations were made in two parts. First, video content observation was carried out through videos that focus on exploring verbal communication in FemaleDailyNetwork channel video content, and non-verbal communication focused on facial expressions, eye gaze, head movements, hand gestures, and voices. Second, the YouTube brand element will focus on video title elements, video descriptions, video tags, and comment, including seeing how other participants respond to existing comments. This study sorts the comments on FemaleDailyNetwork from 2019 to 2020 that are in accordance with the most responded and most discussed [45] categories with post-comments classification [46].

Data analysis was carried out through the process of data condensation, data presentation, and verification or concluding [47] on six videos from FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube. To check the validity of the data in this type of qualitative research associated with corporate brand personality, this research used theoretical triangulation by linking various theories to test their arguments with one another.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Youtube Beauty Marketing Construction

Marketing via online video can be defined as marketing content that is linked to an online website. Online video engages the audience with both moving images and texts [11]. By using a video sharing platform, companies are trying to increase engagement by creating videos based on audience opinions and audience responses. Each audience has the power to market themselves, including their ideas, who they are, and what they do. Video content helps companies to connect with audiences by creating experiences and encouraging audience engagement [12].

FemaleDaily, one of the largest beauty communities in Indonesia with 465 thousand members spread across the country, started from the personal blog of the CEO, Hanifa Ambadar, and formed the website femaledaily.com which is now a reference for beauty and fashion info [48]. Not only the website [49], [50] other Female Daily Network media, such as Instagram and YouTube are used to obtain information related to beauty in Indonesia [50]–[52].

As a consequence of digital marketing, beauty product companies invite influencers, such as FemaleDailyNetwork, as a medium that reaches out to women in the field of beauty products so that FemaleDailyNetwork is able to promote their products and brands to the audience [23].

4.1.1 Youtube Brand Element

In brand development, the best test is through the brand element, which is what consumers think about the product or service that the brand presents through certain elements. The whole series of brand elements will form a brand
identity [39]. By reviewing the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube brand element, this study is able to review company communications through video titles, video descriptions, and video tags so that they are able to see commercial strategies to provide a positive image [53]. If a company has a clear, dynamic, and systematic corporate identity system that is communicated effectively through visual identity, the prospects for development and expansion are greatly enhanced [54].

In making a YouTube video, a title that must be concise, descriptive, and interesting is required [55]. In addition, it is necessary (a) to determine keywords that are frequently searched for by the audience, (b) use descriptive phrases, and (c) move the branding word at the end of the title [16]. Based on the six videos analyzed, the six video titles correspond to the same word selection in the video tag. The descriptive phrases in the titles V2, V3, V5, and V6 are quite general, making it easier for potential viewers to find FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube videos according to a specific theme. Meanwhile, the FemaleDailyNetwork's branding word shown in the title is associated with the video segments on V1, V4, V5, and V6.

YouTube is a site that is used to find information related to beauty, such as reviews of beauty products before purchasing skincare and makeup, as well as a makeup learning tool that initiates the work of MUA (Make-Up Artist) [56]. Therefore, the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube video title simply has a marketing strategy using a title that contains descriptive phrases to make it easier to attract viewers. The use of the word branding is expected to make the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube segment name a strategy to build a strong brand [53].

Meanwhile, the video description also has criteria, such as (a) explaining the details of the video and channel, (b) provoking viewers to take action, (c) engaging with brief information about the video, and (d) assisting in searches using relevant keywords.

The video description category consists of (1) details of the video and channel, (2) audience persuasion for specific actions, and (3) attracting [16].

Video descriptions that contain details of the video are filled with recommended articles related to products found on V1, V2, V3, V5, V6. This article's inclusion of recommendations is a form of marketing content integration that focuses on the brand's website with YouTube social media marketing.

FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube directs the audience to click on a link that leads to the website via video description [57].

Video descriptions invite the audience to follow the development of video talents seen in V1, V2, V4, V5, and V6. The video description invites the audience to follow video talents' social media as a form of personal branding promotion on social media through the construction of the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube video talents as 'themselves', but also part of the company can be said to be personal branding similar to the branding of the brand shown in the video [47].

A video description that contains a list of products discussed in the video shown in the V1 & V3. Writing a list of products discussed in the video is a form of marketing for FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube's beauty products, because companies are aware of the significant effect of YouTubers' popularity on purchasing products and brands recommended by video talents [58].

A video description that includes appreciation for the specific brand sponsored the video shown in the V3 and V5 descriptions. Research related to exploring audience trust and responses to disclosure of sponsored content on lifestyle YouTubers has revealed that disclosure of sponsored videos can increase YouTubers' credibility, so that audience attitudes tend to support videos sponsored by certain brands. However, this can happen if the audience has a positive relationship with the YouTuber. If there is no positive relationship, the audience will see the video as an opportunist or business-related behavior [59].

A Video description that contains a video synopsis can attract viewers to V1, V3, V4, V5, and V6 synopses. These synopses' function is to persuade watching through a few sentences in the first paragraph that will appear in search results [16].

Meanwhile, details from the channel through the audience's invitation to follow the development of the Female Daily Network via website and following other social media are contained in the six videos analyzed. This is done to market beauty products through social media as well as to market content on the Female Daily site [57].

The FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube videos’ description serves to persuade viewers to read and provide reviews regarding beauty products through the application in the six videos. The presence of FD Apps is a place to filter information before audiences, or potential consumers buy
beauty products [60]. Therefore this video description serves to combine marketing content on the application and marketing beauty products on YouTube.

Furthermore, video tags, which are short phrases that make it easier for potential viewers to find videos have the following criteria: (a) list more general keywords, followed by specific keywords, (b) select words that are similar in explaining the content of the video, (c) select action words to help make tag words more specific and (d) provide separate and combined words at once [16].

The video tag category consists of (1) specific and broad, (2) synonyms, (3) action tags, and (4) keyword concatenation and separation [16]. The six videos analyzed met broad tag standards. Furthermore, the synonyms category is in V2, V3, and V5. Meanwhile, specific categories are found in V2 and V3. There are categories of merging and splitting keywords in V5. The video tags of the six FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube videos are sufficient to invite potential viewers, but they are not specific and detailed [16].

The video title, video description, and video tag are part of the YouTube channel FemaleDailyNetwork, which is used as a source of information that is continuously updated for the audience while at the same time gaining brand exposure [10].

**Table 1: YouTube Brand Element**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branding Word</th>
<th>Video Segment: FD Dudes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Online Campaign: #FDLocalPower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Beauty Product Video: GRWM (Get Ready With Me)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Video Segment: FD Tried &amp; Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Video Segment: Skincare 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Video Segment: Skincare 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptio n Category</th>
<th>Video and Channel Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Video Detail: Recommendations for articles related to products, invite the audience to follow the development of video talent and provide a list of products that are discussed in the video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Video Detail: Recommendations for articles related to products and invite the audience to follow the development of video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Video Detail: Invites the audience to follow the development of video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Video Detail: Recommendations for articles related to products, provide a list of products that are discussed in the video and give appreciation to certain brands sponsored the video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Video Detail: Recommendations for articles related to products, invite the audience to follow the development of video talent and give appreciation to certain brands sponsored videos.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2 Comment Section

In research by Schultes, Dorner, and Lehner, comments on YouTube can be categorized into three types, namely discussion post, inferior post, and substantial post. However, this study added one criterion, namely, emotional post. The following is a detailed explanation: (a) discussion post (T1) which shows as if there is a discussion, but the comments contain debate, (b) inferior post (T2) which has content that is not relevant to the video and is associated as negative, (c) substantial post (T3) are comments that are relevant to video content [46] and (d) emotional post (T4) that have positive comments equipped with emojis or emoticons.
The conclusion obtained through the data analysis of the FemaleDailyNetwork Youtube comment sections is that the dominant class of comments is inferior post (T2) and emotional post (T3). The inferior post (T2) is seen in the offensive post category (T2-C4), which can be seen in the comments section of V1, V3, and V6. Meanwhile, emotional post (T3) can be found in the comments section of V1, V2, V3, and V5.

Table 2: Comment Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discussion Post (T1)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V5 “Arinda’s Mistake in Taking Care of Her Skin in Her 20s</td>
<td>Skincare 101”</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSpSm6zFJDg">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSpSm6zFJDg</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>offensive</td>
<td>User IG D2SOFC: “I was about to check the price, but there was somebody else who had already checked it. I saw the comment hahaha decided not to buy it, better to use the money to go on a vacation”</td>
<td>Response to video regarding V5 product prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discussion</td>
<td>User Devia Ratna: “it’s cheap tho, only a million (IDR) 😍”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1 “Perfumes that Make You Want to Hug FD Dudes”</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXI3nDAQzR">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXI3nDAQzR</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>User Bani Eko Wicaksono “Hi Tisnanaa! Regards from Jakarta”</td>
<td>Feedback from video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2 “Day to Night Local Skincare Recommendation</td>
<td>#FDLocalPower”</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJn27-8p-9c">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJn27-8p-9c</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3s</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>User Dina K.: “Sure it is a must to prove that local products is getting more advanced and able to compete in terms of quality)”</td>
<td>Response to a video related to V2 product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discussion</td>
<td>User poppy septia: “yes, I’ll consider”</td>
<td>Feedback from video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Inferior (T2)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V6 “Using Only One Product Once A Week??</td>
<td>Skincare 101”</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ox5i2FjM">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ox5i2FjM</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>User Dyah Indraswari: “My skin is oily, I currently have pent-up acnes so I applied aha bha on my face to make the acnes come out (purging). It’s been a month of usage and the purging has stopped. I just have to get rid of the scars”</td>
<td>Personal experience related to the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1 “Perfumes that Make You Want to Hug FD Dudes”</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXI3nDAOzR">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXI3nDAOzR</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>offensive</td>
<td>User Hana Roseliza: “It would be more exciting if there were four of them :(( because dimas were already trying to be funny, but...”</td>
<td>Expression of concern for video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>post</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3 “Makeup Tutorial For Teenagers</td>
<td>GRWM”</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAYCG3L55H">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAYCG3L55H</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>short emotional post</td>
<td>User Ismayati Anugrah: “what a pity most of avoskin (products) use alcohol and it’s one of things that doesn’t suit my face 😔”</td>
<td>Response to a video related to product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User Frida Magdalena: “There are a lot of sponsored videos in FD now 😊 Less honest review”</td>
<td>Response to a video related to video content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V6</td>
<td>“Using Only One Skincare Product Once A Week??</td>
<td>“Sponsored videos in FD now 😊 Less honest review”</td>
<td>Statement of concern regarding video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Week??</td>
<td>“Sponsored videos in FD now 😊 Less honest review”</td>
<td>Statement of concern regarding video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>short emotional post</td>
<td>User Tri Ratna Indrawati: “Wasn’t patient to wait for what was the point. Too much talking.”</td>
<td>Response to a video related to video talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User Fauzi Putra: “Despite from the product, which I’m using and loving it, but please, white background with white shirt, this is really… annoying”</td>
<td>Response to a video related to video content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User Your Friend: “damn, white background, white shirt 😩”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>“Perfumes that Make You Want to Hug FD Dudes”</td>
<td>User novia mega: “i see aga&amp;pras, i click 😘”</td>
<td>Personal experiences related to the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>“Day to Night Local Skincare Recommendation</td>
<td>#FDLocalPower”</td>
<td>User Fitri Aditya Anwar: “I don’t care about the product, I care more about you hahahaha 😂😂😂”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>short emotional post</td>
<td>User Farysa Renata: “thankssss a lot, I bought it right away, and the result is great 💞💞”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>“Makeup Tutorial For Teenagers</td>
<td>User Risthanty Eka: “Please make a lot of rasya’s videoo, I like youu 💞💕💕”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRWM”</td>
<td>User Hwarien: “The speaking skill is on very point”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User honey bee: “I like the way she talks 😍”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>“Glitter Mask Makes Your Face Glowing?</td>
<td>User Dalinda Janah: “Poppy has a very glowing skin, oh god I want It too 😍”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FD Tried &amp; Tested”</td>
<td>User Isma Wati: “You piece of shit keep talking”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User Frida Magdalena: “There are a lot of sponsored videos in FD now 😊 Less honest review”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User Your Friend: “damn, white background, white shirt 😩”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V5</strong></td>
<td>short emotional post</td>
<td>&quot;Arinda’s Mistake in Taking Care of Her Skin in Her 20s</td>
<td>Skincare 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V3</strong></td>
<td>normal emotional post</td>
<td>&quot;Makeup Tutorial For Teenagers</td>
<td>GRWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V4</strong></td>
<td>normal emotional post</td>
<td>&quot;Glitter Mask Makes Your Face Glowing?</td>
<td>FD Tried &amp; Tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V6</strong></td>
<td>normal emotional post</td>
<td>&quot;Using Only One Skincare Product Once A Week</td>
<td>??</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post Substansial (T4)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C5</strong></td>
<td>contribution with respect to video content</td>
<td>User Fahtia Dwi Cahyani: &quot;I’m a twelfth grader and still don’t know how to use makeup. This (video) is really helping&quot;</td>
<td>Respons videos terkait konten video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C7</strong></td>
<td>normal statement</td>
<td>User Ratel NSyahla: &quot;Finallyyyy, a teenager makeup that brightens skin and doesn’t make your face looks like aunties&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C8</strong></td>
<td>normal statement</td>
<td>User Sugar Blue: &quot;FINALLYYYY TRIO BROKEEE!! I REALLY MISSSSSS YOUUU,, the video was just started but aga has already been noisy&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C9</strong></td>
<td>normal statement</td>
<td>User Iqbal Mohamad Ayubi: &quot;I just happened to be tired, lazy to do the layering. Right after watching this, I right away tried to practice this technique. Thank u queen bee&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V3</strong></td>
<td>short emotional post</td>
<td>User Aisha Ali: &quot;Thank you, Arinda! Useful info as always ♥️♥️&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marketing of beauty products on FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube is inseparable from the theory of Computer-Mediated Communication, which bridges communication with virtual communities with computers. Now sophisticated technology has given birth to the internet, websites, and even social networks. Consequently, the new media created the concept of “participatory culture”, which was introduced by Jenkins (2006). This concept sees FemaleDailyNetwork's interaction as producers and viewers as media consumers who create content and distribute new content [61].

As an extension of Jenkins’ participatory culture concept, YouTube FemaleDailyNetwork can be defined as “participatory spaces” by allowing users to participate in commenting on existing content [62]. FemaleDailyNetwork is not only a content contributor or media producer but an audience as media consumers. So, FemaleDailyNetwork's and video talents, and the audience can swap roles to respond and comment on discussions available in the YouTube comments section. In fact, user-generated content has contributed to making video content popular with the most responded and most discussed categories. The most responded category is the recommended video based on the responses given by users regarding their participation in previous content. Meanwhile, the most discussed category is a video displayed based on a high level of participation via comments as a consequence of user participation in certain content [55].

Here's some feedback from the video talents found in:

User Bani Eko Wicaksono
“Hi Tisnaaaa! Regards from jakarta!”
V1 comment section

User poppy septia:
“yes, I’ll consider your recommendation, thank youu❤”
V2 comment section

User Hana Roseliza:
“It would be more exciting if there were four of them :( (because dimas were already trying to be funny, but......)”
V1 comment section

User Ismayati Anugrah:
“what a pity most of avoskin (products) use alcohol and it’s one of things that doesn’t suit my face 💔”
V2 comment section

User IG D2SOFC:
“I was about to check the price, but there was somebody else who had already checked it. I saw the comment hahaha 😂 decided not to buy it, better to use the money to go on a vacation”
V5 comment section

User Devia Ratna:
“It’s cheap tho, only a million (IDR) 😂😂😂”
V5 comment section

User Tri Ratna Indrawati:
“Wasn’t patient to wait for what was the point. Too much talking.”
V6 comment section

The availability of online discussion forums via YouTube is also considered part of the "public space" [63] whose concept was introduced by Habermas [64]. This public space is an area that accommodates every individual conversation so that it can be said to be a space for socializing. Within this scope, each individual is free to express opinions regarding the public interest. This communication requires a means to transmit information synonymous with mass media, such as newspapers, magazines, radio, and television.

The public participation space facilitated by the YouTube platform can be linked to “emotional public space” [65], [66]. Lunt and Stenner applied Habermas’ concept of public space by arguing that the audience who watched talk shows can get knowledge and reflection related to the event not only from consensus in opinion but also a mixture of expression, argument, and emotional reflection. This can be seen through several comments with the theme (a) responses related to video talents in the V1 comment section, (b) responses to a video related to product prices are in the V2 and V5 comments sections, (c) responses related to video talents are in the V6 comments section.

User Hana Roseliza:
“It would be more exciting if there were four of them :( (because dimas were already trying to be funny, but......)”
V1 comment section

User Ismayati Anugrah:
“what a pity most of avoskin (products) use alcohol and it’s one of things that doesn’t suit my face 💔”
V2 comment section

User IG D2SOFC:
“I was about to check the price, but there was somebody else who had already checked it. I saw the comment hahaha 😂 decided not to buy it, better to use the money to go on a vacation”
V5 comment section

User Devia Ratna:
“It’s cheap tho, only a million (IDR) 😂😂😂”
V5 comment section

User Tri Ratna Indrawati:
“Wasn’t patient to wait for what was the point. Too much talking.”
V6 comment section

The message exchange space can be seen in the YouTube comments section. Comments on YouTube are a message exchange space that allows the audience to send and receive information [67].
Based on a review of the six videos, the communication in the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube comment section focuses on User-Generated Contents (UGC), a contribution space that shows audience engagement on social media, which can be described through endless dialogue about brands by audience [28]. The comments that exist between the video talents and the audience of FemaleDailyNetwork can be said to be an implementation of the new media theory that views YouTube as the use of new communication technology and new exploration of using old technology to change social meaning in the context of beauty product marketing communication [68]. Obviously, an internet connection is able to strengthen the audience bond with FemaleDailyNetwork, which connects the private sphere to the public through public discussions with the YouTube platform [69]. However, unfortunately, the video talents' comments did not dominate the comments column of the six videos analyzed.

In addition, audience engagement is seen as a prosumption community, which is a combination of content production and consumption so that YouTubers are able to run business content of their YouTube channel [29]. Participatory culture in creating informal mentorship creating “Community of practice (CoP)”, which can be considered as a collection of individuals who gain and deepen knowledge related to their interests based on interactions in the YouTube virtual community [70]. As a result, YouTube is the foundation of companies' success in the rapid development of content and dedicated subscribers [34] or what can be called an online community that is very interested in beauty [30]. Therefore, brand image is not under the company's total control, but also through the contribution of media consumers [71]. Following are examples of comments that convey interest in FemaleDailyNetwork:

User Dalinda Janah:
“Poppy has a very glowing skin, oh god I want it too 😍”
V2 comment section

User Tri Ratna Indrawati:
“Please make a lot of rasya’s videooo, I like youu 💕💕💕😘😘😘”
V3 comment section

User Alifia Taffa:
“Please often make teenagers makeup like thiss”
V3 comment section

User Dewi Kartika Sari:
“Uncle Aga & Uncle Pras you got best regards from my daughter, Michelle aged 11 y.o but her hobby is waiting for your videos 😊😊 she said (you’re) so funny, she wants to shake your hands and take a photo together 😊😊”
V4 comment section

User Aisha Ali:
“Thank you, Arinda! Useful info as always ❤❤”
V5 comment section

User Gita Haryadi:
“Well, this kind of great delivery. Efficient. Not too much useless stories and talks”
V5 comment section

User Iqbal Mohamad Ayubi:
“I just happened to be tired, lazy to do the layering. Right after watching this, I right away tried to practice this technique. Thank u queen bee”
V6 comment section

Unfortunately, not all audience interactions in the comments sections are interested in FemaleDailyNetwork and left positive comments. This can be seen in response to a video related to video content comment section theme that can be found in the V3 nd V6 comment sections.

User Frida Magdalena:
“There are a lot of sponsored videos in FD now 😆 Less honest review”
V3 comment section

User Fauzi Putra:
“Despite from the product, which I’m using and loving it, but please, white background with white shirt, this is really… annoying”
V6 comment section

The presence of YouTube media, which acts as a video media sharing site, is able to combine message production and distribution so that it becomes an ideal space to connect with other individuals. There are four characteristics of YouTube that facilitate the growth of participatory culture: (1) the easy operation of YouTube makes users watch videos diligently. Some users do not contribute to the virtual community located in the comments section. However, some feel comfortable contributing to the comments section. This
interaction often motivates channel creators to create more interactivity-provoking videos. For example, it can be seen from the YouTube analytics V1 data obtained on March 19, 2020, which achieved a total number of views of 88.44 thousand with an average viewership of 10.6% of the total subscribers of 845,000 as of April 15, 2020 [42]; (2) YouTube platform makes it easy for users to create and share content. Content that is shared frequently and involves the contribution of many users will become popular content. The more contributions, the users feel part of a community, so that they become more loyal to the YouTube channel. This can be seen in V4 comments by User Rosya Baby: "Finally after hundreds of full moon waiting for this trio, you guys finally showed up😍"; (3) video tutorials are considered to be one of the most popular videos among YouTube users. YouTubers are considered to have contributed in providing guidance or mentorship. This guidance is informal and is not regulated by the YouTube platform, so media consumers are expected to take responsibility for the content they absorb. This can be seen in the V3 comment section by User Fahtia Dwi Cahyani: (2) YouTube platform makes it easy for users to create and share content. Content that is shared frequently and involves the contribution of many users will become popular content. The more contributions, the users feel part of a community, so that they become more loyal to the YouTube channel. This can be seen in V4 comments by User Rosya Baby: "Finally after hundreds of full moon waiting for this trio, you guys finally showed up 😊"; (3) video tutorials are considered to be one of the most popular videos among YouTube users. YouTubers are considered to have contributed in providing guidance or mentorship. This guidance is informal and is not regulated by the YouTube platform, so media consumers are expected to take responsibility for the content they absorb. This can be seen in the V3 comment section by User Fahtia Dwi Cahyani: "I'm a twelfth grader and still don't know how to use makeup. This (video) is really helping"; and (4) participation by media producers and consumers is considered to have a significant contribution to virtual communities. Especially if YouTubers read and respond to "fans" to retain their audience and get more views. This can be seen in User Bani Eko Wicaksono "Hi Tisnaaaaa! Regards from Jakarta!" in the V1 comment section [72]. Consequently, beauty product YouTubers such as FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube are considered to have a more significant influence on specific consumer markets. This is due to the trust that the audience has in their favorite YouTubers, so they tend to buy beauty products that have collaborated with the YouTubers' brand. Not surprisingly, this collaboration is mutually beneficial between YouTubers and the beauty industry -YouTubers have exposure in the beauty industry, and the brand will attract consumers beyond their target audience [34].

User Dina K.: “Sure it is a must to prove that local products is getting more advanced and able to compete in terms of quality👌”

User lil smurf: “Yes, harletté, somethinc and lacoco namanya. It makes me interested in buying them. 😊”

User Farysa Renata: “thankss a lot, I bought it right away, and the result is great👍”

User Dyah Indraswari: “My skin is oily, I currently have pent-up acnes so I applied aha bha on my face to make the acnes come out (purging). It’s been a month of usage and the purging has stopped. I just have to get rid of the scars”

The internet-based world opens opportunities for free individuals to express themselves through information exchange [73]. Although the presence of cyberspace provides access to much freer interactive discussions [74] there are anonymous accounts that are often used by young people to express opinions freely [75]. Because it is possible that the user's identity used to comment on YouTube is not their real name. Moreover, there is no strict prohibition for users to stop using pseudonyms [74].

User honey bee: “I like the way she talks💕”

User Sugar Blue: “FINALLYYY TRIO BROKEEE!! I REALLY MISSSSSS YOUUU,, the video was just started but aga has already been noisy hahaha”
User Your Friend:
“damn, white background, white shirt 😒”
V6 comment section

The YouTube platform allows information exchange, and virtual communication is born. A virtual community consists of a group of people who may not meet in the real world but are able to exchange ideas via a computer-mediated space [76]. Virtual friends are defined as people who have the same values and interests [77] who have an identity that is constructed through the combination of real and virtual identities [76]. In fact, a person can have as many electronic personas as he can create and continue to grow [78]. The following are the dimensions of a virtual community: (a) feelings of membership that arise when they are considered to be part of a community so that they feel emotionally safe along with the investment of individual time in the community, as commented by User Ratel NSyahla: “Finallyyy, a teenager makeup that brightens skin and doesn’t make your face looks like aunties” in the V3 comment section; (b) the feelings of influence that arise when they feel they have and are influenced by the community, such as the comment from User Priscilla Laura in the V3 comment section “I really like the way she talks and so happy to see a teenager with a lot of confidence like her and become a makeup reference to a brown-skinned teenager like me ehehe ❤️”; (c) integration and fulfillment of needs to describe the feeling of being supported by members of the community while also supporting others so that the needs of each member are met, such as in the V2 comment section presented by User Dian eka: “Thanks, it’s very helpful. So I don’t have to pause then screenshot over and over again. So I can focus more on listening explanation from poppy without repeatedly play and pause (the video. For Ochell, We still watch it till the end :) Because the video in really informative and educative. Btw, I think it’s useless to only know the product without knowing its ingredients and functions”; (d) shared emotional connection, which shows feelings in a relationship that have shared memory and passion the same. This can be developed through consistent and quality interactions to strengthen existing ties, as in the V4 comment section expressed by User Fitri Aditya Anwar: “I don’t care about the product, I care more about you hahahaha 😅😅😅😌😌” [79].

Interactions that occur in the comment section are actually difficult to control [73] so that there are comments class divisions that tend to be positive, i.e., post substantial and post emotional. In addition, there is also a class division of comments that tend to be negative, namely, post discussion, and post inferior [46].

Comment sections form synchronous online meetings, linking the private sphere to the public via public discussion with an email-connected platform [69]. As a result, the company can receive feedback from the audience to present the video that the audience wants [80].

User Fahtia Dwi Cahyani:
“I’m a twelfth grader and still don’t know how to use makeup. This (video) is really helping”
V3 comment section

4.1.3 Verbal Communication

FemaleDailyNetwork Youtube acts as an advisor and role model, which provides access for video talents to reveal themselves to attract audiences and increase subscribers [81]. In this case, new media such as YouTube are considered to have contributed to constructing influential YouTubers’ personalities to attract audiences [27].

According to the process, communication is divided into two kinds, namely verbal and non-verbal, which applies both when delivering and receiving messages [82]. Verbal communication is the words that you say, hear, read, and write. The choice of words in verbal communication determines the message to be conveyed and how it is received [83].

Based on the analysis of verbal communication carried out on six FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube videos, it is clear that the video talents interacted with the audience at the opening of the video, especially in the opening greetings and video purpose) [31]. The video purpose being presented is followed by persuading the audience to keep watching the video. This pattern is seen in all six videos. An example is as seen in the following quote from V2 and V6:

“‘There is something special, because today I will share a skincare routine that you can try, but all of them are local products.’” (0.07)

“If you want to know more, keep on watching” (0.17)
V2 verbal communication

“This time, I want to discuss one of my skincare routines, which I’ve been doing for the last two
years. Every week, I only use one type of product once a week—at night. Only one, but it was quite successful in making my skin looks healthier, brighter, and cleaner when I wake up.” (0.21)

"If you want to know what product is, Keep on watching.” (0.36)

V6 verbal communication

The closing section also voices the theme of interaction with the audience by inviting the audience to give action related to the video and saying thank you for watching the video to the audience. This can be seen in the six videos analyzed.

“Okay, so if you guys have tried this product, don't forget to also review it in the FD review, which you can check in the application and also on the web.” (27.38)

“Okay, that's my long video today, Thank you so much for watching, and see you next time, bye. (27.47)

V5 verbal communication

The theme of interacting with the audience is the implementation of marketing beauty products through FemaleDailyNetworkYouTube, which is delivered by video talents as company representatives to convey marketing messages so that it can become a forum to increase brand awareness by generating activities and discussions related to brands [57] or products discussed in the video.

The opening and closing parts of the video are dominated by interaction with the audience as part of the employees. So, this is a little different from Tarnovskaya’s [25] statement which considers the use of the greeting ‘you’ or ‘you (guys)’, asking the audience’s opinion on something and inviting the audience to provide further content suggestions in the comments section as part of the stage of video talents in building personal branding from YouTubers.

The core part of the video shows the marketing of FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube beauty products, namely with visible themes,(a) product recommendations (V1, V2, V3, V5, V6), (b) positive opinions regarding products (V2, V5), (c) product usage descriptions (V3, V5, V6), (d) talk to fellow video talents (V1, V4) and (e) declarations of having tried the featured product (V2, V3). It is clear here that video talents convey marketing communications related to beauty products, except for the talking to fellow video talents category.

Product recommendation is the marketing of beauty products as a consideration for the audience before buying a product [58]. Here is a snippet from V2 showing the recommended product categories.

“Next, I have my favorite facial mist. From Sensatia Botanicals, it’s Aloe and Cucumber Facial Mist. I've also discussed this in FD Monthly Favorite.” (11.24)

V2 verbal communication

Positive opinion regarding the product can explain the opinions, attitudes, and beliefs of video talents related to product recommendations [83]. The following is a video snippet analyzed on the theme of positive opinion regarding the product:

“I really like this, it's about to run out and I will definitely use the second bottle “ (12.10)

V2 verbal communication

The product usage description theme is a FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube product marketing that is broadcast to educate the audience regarding the use of the product [70] and how to use it [13]. The following is a video snippet analyzed with the theme of the product usage description:

“Then, for example, if it is massaged long enough, around 30-60 seconds, over time, there will be something like grains coming out of the makeup remnants and maybe lifting the dirt remnants in my pores.” (3.14)

V5 verbal communication

Most YouTubers do monologues on their videos [84]. However, FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube is unique because there are two videos (V1 and V4) with more than two talents, so there is a theme of talking to fellow video talents. The following is a video clip analyzed with the theme of talking to fellow video talents stating that the role played by video talents is employees:

“I used it only when i was in high school, anyway. I kept changing my perfume during high school, the point is I think my high school perfume was Dunhill, because my dad used it too. For me,
perfume is hereditary. I mean like I asked my dad what perfume he used to use. I think it smelled like Dunhill, right back in time, their (perfumes) 
*freshness* were similar to 212 Men.” (6.16)

“Yea, remembering the old days when I was still experimenting with perfume, I couldn't buy it myself, I started working, I could buy everything I wanted myself.” (13.47)

V1 verbal communication

Meanwhile, the role of video talents as a promotion for themselves is shown in the following sections:

“Aga, he’s great. He's always successful, you know, Pras” (4.39)

“But he’s not really cool tho, You’re really cool, aren’t you?” (6.42)

V4 Verbal Communication

Snippets

The theme of the declaration of having tried the products displayed is a discussion related to beauty products purchased and used by talent videos, or it can be called a "consumption exhibition" to persuade the audience [13]. The following is a video snippet analyzed with the theme of the declaration of having tried the product shown:

“"I really use it that often, especially in the office. If I feel tired and sleepy, I usually spray it.” (11.40)

V2 verbal communication

If the relationship between the *FemaleDailyNetwork* YouTube channel and the audience continues to be nurtured, it can lead to a parasocial relationship to be commercially successful [85]. In effect, YouTube is the foundation of its success in enhancing relationships with target audiences [33].

It can be said that YouTube as a social network is supported by the theory of new media whose communication network simplifies the form of human interaction [86] by reframing consumer and organizational relationships [87] and creating new lifestyles [88], including marketing beauty products through video marketing.

The categories of verbal communication previously adopted from Ma [31] are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Section</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Verbal Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Greetings</td>
<td>Interact with the audience in the six videos that are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-introduction</td>
<td>opened with greetings and resume the video theme by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>persuading the audience to keep watching the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essence</td>
<td>Product Recommendation</td>
<td>Video talents provide recommendations for consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for the audience before buying a product, found on V1,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V2, V3, V5, V6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive opinions</td>
<td>Get to know video talents through the opinions, attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>related to the</td>
<td>and beliefs of the speaker related to a matter, such as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>products</td>
<td>selecting product recommendations found in V2, V5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product usage</td>
<td>Video talents educate the audience related to the use of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>descriptions</td>
<td>the product and how to use it in V3, V5, V6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Talk to fellow video</td>
<td>Although most YouTubers do monologues on their videos,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>talents</td>
<td>marketing video also involves interaction if its talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>is more than one, as seen in V1 and V4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The declaration of</td>
<td>Persuades the audience through the products that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>having tried the</td>
<td>have been purchased, used and useful for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>products displayed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Verbal Communications
Video content is compelling because it has a strong emotional effect on the audience. It is no secret that funny, shocking, extraordinary, and inspirational videos will do well in cyberspace. A video is an ideal tool for marketing by providing the opportunity for viewers to enjoy the experience with video talents to show how they feel or act in that situation. In addition, video can be a tool to show off the brand personality, tone, and communication style of the brand [12].

Observation of nonverbal communication is a data collection method carried out by paying attention to the interaction of research subjects expressed through actions, behavior, and vocal quality when communicating messages verbally to influence the interpretation of messages received [83]. This means, even though the words are pronounced the same, the way they are conveyed stimulates the spoken meaning through non-linguistic symbols [83], [89].

After analyzing the six FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube videos, the dominant nonverbal communication was eye gaze (V1, V2, V3, V5 and V6) and hand gestures (V3, V4, V5 and V6).

The eye gaze shows the direction of the interlocutor’s perspective and the focus of attention according to the interaction taking place [90]–[92]. The gaze towards the camera stands out in the six videos analyzed in V2, V3, V5, V6. The gaze at the camera can be symbolized as an interaction with the audience. Even though the video was shot in the studio, the video talents realized that they had a friend to talk to after the video was finished and uploaded to YouTube [93]. The interaction of a company as a “YouTuber” with its subscribers is essential. Companies act as role models through their content. Also, try to get followers to identify their marketing videos so that they get more followers. Usually, a video ends with a request to 'subscribe' to their YouTube. In addition, the audience can press the 'like' or 'dislike' button and take advantage of the comments section to share ideas and opinions [81].

It is crucial to observe hand gestures in seeing the construction of FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube's beauty product marketing because it is related to examinations or reviews [94] products or presenting products to the audience [32]. Conversation gestures are the dominance seen in V3, V4, V5, and V6. Conversational gestures can occur through three factors (a) movements performed in the conversation by the speaker, (b) these gestures occur in coordination with speech, and (c) these movements are related to the content of the speaker's speech.

Hand gestures form impression management construction for video talents to convey the company's image through YouTube through nonverbal self-presentation behavior [31]. Impression management shows how the image that someone wants to construct in self-presentation to position oneself as a personal brand or personal branding in interactions with audiences through marketing video recordings [14]. can be said, personal branding is used as self-centered promotion through a marketing communication perspective by selling one's identity as part of the company and oneself to the target audience. That means self-promotion highlights the attributes worn by individuals in part of the company but also differentiates themselves from other individuals [95].

### Table 2: Nonverbal Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Section</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nonverbal Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Greetings</td>
<td>Warm Voices (V1, V2, V4 and V5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-introduction</td>
<td>Eye gaze to the camera (V1, V2, V5 and V6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video purpose</td>
<td>Conversation gestures (V3, V4 and V5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Section</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nonverbal Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>Invite the audience to take action related to the video</td>
<td>Interact with the audience by inviting the audience to take action related to the video and thank the audience for watching the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A big thank you for watching the video to the audience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Impression management of video talents can be done in four ways, namely: (1) creating a pleasant or likable impression by saying words or actions that agree with, volunteering, or offering assistance as shown in the snippet from V5: “I will gladly hear what experiences you have.”; (2) build an impression of dedication through an impression that shows loyalty and honesty like the sentence contained in V2: “I really like this, it’s about to run out and I will definitely use the second bottle.”; (3) construct a message that the products used are not always positive, such as the product testimonial found in V4: “I don't think it’s not enough, so we can't apply too much, it's really saving.” and (4) creating an impression of asking such as the sentence in V5: “I also want to know what mistakes you guys have skincare done at your younger ages.” [31].

Communication practice on YouTube is considered a new form of ‘culture of participation’ which has three aspects, namely (1) presentation, (2) interactive, and (3) the ordinary expert. When explaining beauty products’ marketing, the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube's video talent presented herself as her own person [32]. For example, Imani threw humor at V4 through nonverbal communication, Aga's happy expression, and Imani's eye gaze at the product: “I really regret it, can I change the colors? Hehe” (4.49).

Video talents compose sentences that invite responses from the audience through the comments section [32]. For example, in the category invite the audience to give video-related action on V2, which was expressed by Poppy through the eye gaze to the camera and head movements showing a friendly attitude to the audience: “That’s all from me at Skincare 101 this time, I'm sure you must have tried wrong from one of the local skincare I mentioned earlier, so don't forget to mention which one is your favorite, or what makes you most curious about which one.” (14.29).

Video talents can build professional skills as constructing the role that is being presented. Professional skills here means presenting knowledge related to the behavior expected by the audience for audience understanding [26]. Video talents are able to provide information related to products and beauty or provide tutorials related to their understanding [96]. One of the ways to see this is through the presentation of the Votre Peau Facial Sun Shield SPF 50 product by Arinda on the V5 through eye gaze at the camera and conversational gestures: “Because they just did reformulation. Actually the texture is the same as their previous Sun Shield. But now it is covered with PA ++. So this sunscreen now can protect your skin from UVA and UVB rays. This sunscreen also contains Tranexamic Acid and Salicylic Acid, so for those of you who have problems with acne, you don't need to worry about wearing sunscreen that will create even more breakouts because even my acne-prone skin, this sunscreen doesn’t create more acne on my skin” (22:07).

4.2 Corporate Brand Personality Construction on YouTube
This study aims to review the corporate brand personality that can be associated with the dimensions of the corporate image [18]. Dutton, Dukerich, and Harquail (1994) first revealed that corporate image can be perceived from the corporate identity. This research focuses on two keys of corporate image, namely based on what members of the organization believe and based on members' beliefs regarding what external parties think of the organization. In addition, the external corporate image interpreted by organizational members affects the level of connection between individuals and organizations. This connection is associated with symbolic interactions that state that organizational members know themselves through others’ impressions [37].

To get to know the impression the audience has on FD members, they can review the dimensions of the corporate image, which consists of (1) common product attributes, benefits, or attitudes which believe that the company or company brand can strengthen strong relationships through the use of product attributes; (2) people and relationships that show associations corporate image can reflect the characteristics of company employees; (3) values and programs see associations corporate image reflected through company values and programs that are not always directly related to the product and (4) corporate credibility highlights a number of related associations corporate image that measure the extent to which consumers believe a company can design and deliver products and services that satisfy consumer needs and wants [39].

4.2.1 YouTube Brand Element

Consistency between product brand personality and corporate personality can lead to increased preferences for brands [97]. Therefore, after reviewing the corporate image dimensions, it can be related to the components of the corporate brand personality [18]. The dimensions of common product attributes, benefits, or attitudes show how the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube video title can be created to attract viewers with descriptive phrases that make it easy to search for branding words related to video segments. This means that the video title can represent a creative company to serve the audience and win the market through the cognitive aspects of the corporate brand personality dimension, to be precise in the creative nature [18].

The people and relationships dimension that show associations corporate image can reflect company employees’ characteristics [39]. The video description provides information through a video synopsis that is able to captivate the audience and an invitation to follow the video talents' social media. This means that the elements of video descriptions can collaborate with video marketing and bring personal branding of video talents to carry the conative aspect, to be precise, a collaborative nature [18].

The values and programs dimension sees the corporate image association reflected through the company's values and programs, which can be seen in using the word branding in the V2 video title, which reflects the FemaleDailyNetwork: #FDLocalPower online campaign. This campaign involves FemaleDailyNetwork as a company projection to present content by utilizing local products [39]. Therefore, it can fulfill the affective aspect, to be precise compassionate, because it can become a forum for stakeholders in beauty products.

Based on the three corporate credibility dimension, which shows a video description used by FemaleDailyNetwork to link articles related to videos, providing a list of products discussed in the video and providing tags can be assessed as FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube’s sensitivity in providing one of the content most liked by viewers [52]. It can be concluded that the FemaleDailyNetwork YouTube description and video tags fulfill affective aspects, especially passionate ones who need to be passionate about serving the audience and competing in the market [18].

4.2.2 Comment Section

The common product attributes, benefits, or attitudes dimension show how companies can use the comments column as a place to interact with the audience. Therefore, it can fulfill the conative aspects of the corporate brand personality dimension, to be precise collaborative, which shows the collaboration between video talents and the audience to create interactions in the comments section.

Judging from the people and relationships dimension, which shows associations, shows that corporate image association can reflect the characteristics of company employees that show cognitive aspects and be precise creative in corporate brand personality because they try to win the market through the character of talent video.

The values and programs dimension fulfills the affective aspect, to be precise passionate because FemaleDailyNetwork is able to serve
customers and compete in the market through comments that support the company's efforts to empower local products in its videos.

The corporate credibility dimension shows the response that the content is useful for the audience, meaning that the **FemaleDailyNetwork** comment section fulfills the conative aspect, to be precise agile because it is agile in reacting favorably to market changes.

### 4.3 Corporate Brand Personality Construction in YouTube Beauty Product Marketing

Beauty product YouTube channels forge bonds between the beauty industry and consumers. The bonds between the beauty industry and online communities allow for community and commercial engagement [30]. Beauty product YouTubers position themselves as part of the online community. They consider themselves as “brokers” or knowledge intermediaries from the beauty industry with knowledge of the YouTube beauty community. With their beauty industry experience, beauty products YouTubers combine video content containing information from the beauty industry with their knowledge about beauty products [29]. The video is displayed according to the personality of YouTubers and how they represent themselves through their video content [30].

**FemaleDailyNetwork** has a role in delivering informal communication related to products, brands, and information related to beauty that attracts potential audiences. That is, the product being promoted is not only communicated with the positive sentiment but also by using it, then giving positive reviews [98].

#### 4.3.1 Verbal Communication

An investigation of the corporate brand personality dimension associated with the corporate image, common product attributes, benefits, or attitudes dimensions states that marketing videos for beauty products delivered by talent videos are able to provide a platform for the **FemaleDailyNetwork** YouTube channel to continue to grow with the marketing of its beauty products. Therefore it is able to meet the conative aspects, especially in agile. Video talents serve as a concrete step for **FemaleDailyNetwork** in determining profitable beauty product marketing.

The people and relationships dimension that shows corporate image associations can reflect the characteristics of company employees, both present in the video and several other video talents. Here, video talents act as a marketing message messenger who is passionate about serving the audience to fulfill the affective aspect, especially passionate.

The values and programs dimension sees the corporate image association reflected through the company's values and programs shown through online campaigns. This means that the dimensions of corporate brand personality that are reflected are affective aspects, especially passionate. This is because YouTube **FemaleDailyNetwork** wants to increase audience awareness to support local products' empowerment as daily use of beauty products.

The corporate credibility dimension shows **FemaleDailyNetwork** YouTube through various video themes that are presented consistently presenting educational beauty product marketing. That said, fulfilling the cognitive aspects, precisely discipline.

#### 4.3.2 Nonverbal Communication

Based on the search for the corporate image dimensions, common product attributes, benefits, or attitudes, nonverbal communication, eye gaze to the camera, and conversation gestures can be linked to the conative aspects of the corporate brand personality dimension, to be precise collaborative. This is because nonverbal communication is used when inviting audiences to take action related to videos to improve the quality of **FemaleDailyNetwork** YouTube videos.

The dimensions of people and relationships that show associations corporate image can reflect company employees' characteristics [39]. Based on the six videos studied, they had nine talents video: Aga, Arinda, Bani, Dimas, Hani, Imani, Poppy, Pras, and Rasya. This can be related to cognitive aspects, to be precise creative. This is because the company utilizes the YouTube channel **FemaleDailyNetwork** to serve the needs of beauty product information through the presence of video talents that have their own characters.

The values and programs dimension sees recommending products using conversational gestures and emphasizing voices, which means that the message conveyed is essential concerning the purpose of V2 video, namely recommendations for beauty products produced by local brands. This means that it can be related to the affective aspect and be precise and passionate about introducing marketing videos with local products.
Based on the three dimensions of corporate credibility which state (1) a combination of nonverbal communication eye gaze to the camera, conversational gestures, and emphasizing voices when explaining the use of Emina Cheek Lit Cream Blush products which create an important message impression how to use a product as if Rasya was an expert who understood beauty products, (2) positive product reviews with eye gaze to the camera and conversation gestures from Arinda reveal Arinda's identity as part of FemaleDailyNetwork that this media provides product opinions so that it can be trusted, (3) product recommendations on V2 which have nonverbal communication eye gaze to a camera that states Poppy as a representative for FemaleDailyNetwork as a credible medium that wants to connect with audiences. This means it can adopt the corporate brand personality dimension, cognitive, to be precise discipline. This is because even though YouTube FemaleDailyNetwork has several talents, the company is still trying to consistently provide information that can be useful for viewers to become a credible medium in the marketing of beauty products.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study aimed to determine the marketing of beauty products constructed in beauty YouTube channel, to know the corporate brand personality constructed in beauty YouTube channel, and to find out the corporate brand personality constructed in the marketing of beauty products on the YouTube channel.

The research result states that the marketing strategies have changed following the development of online communication which is no longer only done face to face [3]. The emergence of digital technology is modifying the way media content works. Now communication has turned two-way, there are posts, even combining audio, visual and text at the same time. This network allows for interactive social media marketing without being limited by time and distance [4]. As an information management system, YouTube transforms marketing into structured content that serves as an archive and database to build social media marketing for brands consistently [5]. In order to increase the greatest traffic through audience engagement, YouTube channels are used as a place to promote itself as a brand [14], [99].

As a consequence, now the world of beauty has YouTube beauty vloggers or beauty YouTubers or beauty teachers who upload videos related to beauty and lifestyle that attract the audience's attention. It began by making videos as a hobby, ending up being a job, and being considered a celebrity on YouTube [13]. With their beauty industry experience, beauty products YouTubers combine video contents containing information from the beauty industry with their knowledge about beauty products [29]. The videos are displayed according to the personality of YouTubers and how they represent themselves through their video contents [30]. In this case, new media such as YouTube is considered to have contributed to constructing YouTubers’ influential personalities to attract audiences [27]. Besides, beauty product YouTubers position themselves as part of the online community. They consider themselves “brokers” or knowledge intermediaries of the beauty industry with knowledge of the YouTube beauty community [29].

It cannot be denied that YouTube projects the art of creating personal brand personality through self-presentation projections according to the actions of employees who also act as video talents or YouTubers [14] which can be drawn into the concept of corporate brand personality [19]. When the company has established an appropriate set of personality traits, it needs consistency with values that can drive employee behavior to achieve sustainable success and beat competitors [18], especially regarding how to communicate in front of an audience.

Corporate brand personality strengthens the personal branding of individuals in the company. Personality created by employees needs to be implemented from inside to outside the organization [26]. The construction of corporate brand personality found in the beauty YouTube channel was reviewed by analyzing YouTube brand elements, including the comments column. The conclusion obtained is the dimensions of corporate brand personality contained in YouTube are affective (passionate), conative (collaborative), and cognitive (creative), conative (collaborative), and affective (compassionate, passionate). In addition, the comment section fulfills the aspects of conative (collaborative, agile), cognitive (creative), and affective (passionate) [18].

Meanwhile, the construction of corporate brand personality in marketing beauty products on the YouTube channel can be seen in how video talents communicate verbally as a self-presentation of a part of the company, but also capable of nonverbal self-impression management. The results of the analysis stated that there are affective aspects (compassionate and passionate), conative aspects (agile), and cognitive aspects (discipline) in verbal communication. Meanwhile, nonverbal
communication contains cognitive aspects (creative and discipline), conative aspects (collaborative), and affective aspects of passionate) [18].

The suggestions for academics are expected to be able to review the development of corporate brand personality in other social media. Of course, with a theoretical review of the corporate brand personality that helps social media marketing's success in the new generation. Apart from dynamic employee loyalty and the need for consistency, maintaining the dimensions of corporate branding personality, including maintaining personal branding on social media to reach potential audiences, should be developed by marketing practitioners.
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